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We have developed a microscope that looks into materials and liquids as they are subjected to controlled high velocity impacts from laser-launched flyer plates. This convenient tabletop microscope set up allows us to perform well-characterized controlled shock experiments on tiny samples hundreds of shots per day. The flyer plates move a few kilometers per second, creating intense mechanical and thermal effects that can trigger new kinds of chemistry. One of these impacts can create pressures of 200,000 atm and temperatures of 4000K while compressing matter to half its density. In this talk, I will describe the shock compression microscope and the peripheral high-speed optical diagnostics that measure pressure, temperature, density and composition in real time. I will briefly visit a couple of applications ongoing in my lab such as studying the chemistry of extreme water, shock waves in biology and medicine and shock compression of molecular architectures designed to dissipate shock energy. Then I will discuss shock initiation and detonation of high explosives, including liquid explosives and plastic-bonded explosives. We can fabricate arrays of 1 mm diameter plastic-bonded explosive charges and push them to detonation while we watch. This shock compression microscope has many applications in chemistry, physics, materials science and biology and it lets us see right inside detonating high explosives with high time and space resolution.
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